
A 2544 



Phono and line switchable channels.

1 Mic input, 1 Headphone output.

Ampli�er and record outputs

Treble and bass controls



16V AC 1.38A

 LEGEND
1:  Power on/off switch and LED.
2:  Treble and bass tone controls.
3: Cue crossfader CH 1 to CH 2.
4.  Cue volume.
5. Mic level.
6/7: Phono / Line switches.
8: Channel 1 fader.
9: Channel 2 fader.
10: Audio level LED meter.
11: Channel 1 gain.
12: Channel 2 gain.
13: Crossfader CH1 to CH 2.
14: Stereo headphones 6.35mm socket.
15:  Mic 6.35mm socket.
16: GND ground point.
17: Phono 1 input RCA.
18: Line 1 input RCA.
19: Phono 2 input RCA.
20: Line 2 input RCA.
21: Amp output RCA.
22: Record output RCA.
23: AC power input.
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   MIC audio feeds directly into mixer 
output and cannot be heard through headphones. MIC input is via
6.35mm mono socket.

Inputs are via RCA sockets.
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Outputs are via RCA sockets.
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switch

. The MIC channel has no tone control.

audio connections.

REMOVEABLE CROSSFADER   : The crossfader mixes one channel
into another. The crossfader setting determines how much of the
audio input passing through each channel is carried through to the
outputs. Depending on the fader position, a DJ can have either
all of one or the other channel, or a partial blending of both channels
feeding the audio output.

NOTE: The mixer audio output is carried equally to both REC and
AMP outputs ie: there is no difference between the audio mix (levels
& tone) at REC and AMP outputs.

To change to a new crossfader, use the following steps: 



Gain affects the volume of both CH1/2 and CUE.

same

CUE CROSSFADER     : By connecting stereo headpones to the 
phones jack     , you can monitor the mixer audio before it goes to
the outputs.  CUE      allows a DJ to listen to either channel, or a partial
blending of both in the headphones. CUE VOLUME  4   affects only 
headphones. Tone effect settings can also be heard in CUE. 

.
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4. Tone settings are carried equally to both REC and AMP outputs.
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